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Beloved teacher Dr. Warren W. Wiersbe leads the journey through the valleys and mountains of Old

Testament kings and queens, illuminating the painful confessions, the anger toward God, and the

holy desires they modeled for generations to come. It's the unaltered, vulnerable grit of human

experience that gives Psalms its credibility and makes it so valuable for building a real relationship

with God.Writing as they would to a dear friend, the psalmistsÃ¢â‚¬â€•King David and

othersÃ¢â‚¬â€•compose a songwriter's masterpiece through their unfathomable awe of the Creator

of the universe. Out of the bottomless well of human emotion and purity of expression come both

cries of pain and shouts of joyÃ¢â‚¬â€•genuine expressions which not only elevate our respect for

the psalmists themselves, but also draw us into a deeper relationship with our Lord.
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I went into this expecting a standard (read "lightweight") book, maybe quoting a few verses from the

psalm in question and then thoughts on that. That's what I get for not knowing who Warren Wiersbe

is. I had heard his name before but knew nothing about him.I've only read the first eight chapters so

far, but there's a reason. This stuff is way deep. Each psalm rates its own chapter (I wonder if some

of the longer ones may rate two chapters) and each psalm contains an in-depth analysis. There are

cross-references to other verses for almost every statement so you know that each analysis is valid.

It takes me an hour to read each chapter if I want to check out the cross-referenced claims (and I

do). This is heavy-duty reading, the kind that if done on a Kindle will make you dizzy from finding all

those verses, and if done on a print Bible will end up finally getting the gilt on the pages to stop

sticking them together. I imagine it's in-depth enough that pastors and Bible study groups could use

it, but it's sold to just anybody, even someone like me who's pretty average at Biblical knowledge

and just wanting something I can learn from.I will remember Warren Wiersbe's name, because he

has about 20 other books in his "Be" series, and I think I'd like to go through all of them. At this rate

it will probably take me thirty years, but that's a good thing.Highly recommended for anyone who

wants real meaty devotions.

My friend and I are reading through this commentary as a Bible study. We're learning tons and

really enjoying it. The many, many, many verse references are great. But for they way were using it,

it would be nice to have them footnoted instead of in the text. They're a little distracting.

Dr. Wiersbe is a true student of the Bible. You can not help but to learn the deep mysteries of God

by reading his books.

Very easy to read and understand. I enjoy the author exegesis of the word. This Commentary has

changed my bible study.

Came in the condition described by the seller, great author. Very good study guide.

Love the Wiersbe commentaries!

You will be blessed.

I am enjoying this book very much. It is teaching me a lot. It is well thought out and a lot of research



went into it, you can tell! All of Warren Wiersbe's books are very good.Thank you, , for making it

available to my kindle.
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